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                Horny Helen

                  

  Stunning British exhibitionist babe who enjoys posing naked and lots of sex, what more could you ask for?!? "I'm a 20 year old exhibitionist and love taking naughty pictures with my boyfriend and receiving your comments. I hope you lie my pics, if comments are good I will send more." Helen xxx
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                   Bi Bethany


                                          Great body and great friends what more could a girl want!?!."I'm a swinger. I don't think my boyfriend new what he was getting into with this Alabama girl though. He found out the FUN way nonetheless.   I like good old fashioned sex, anal sex, mutual masturbation, GIRLS ;), bondage, outdoor sex, and anything else that may be out of the ordinary and kinky. I am after all your FREAKY swinging southern belles in all aspects of the phrase." Love Bethany.
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  Readers Wives Online is our free site dedicated to allowing people to share and receive feedback on their real amateur exhibitionist pictures, movies and stories with others from around the world. No longer need you surf the internet looking at crappy stage managed porn full of girls with fake tits, fake moans and fake orgasms. All our pictures, movies and stories are submitted by real amateurs everyday who actually enjoy and love sex! 

                Working in conjunction with Adult Bouncer we can now offer access to thousands of real amateur pictures and movies sent in to us as well as offering 9,200+ gigabytes of DVD quality movies on our archive site Readers Wives Movies all for just $29.95 a month!

                Join Our Archive

                And get Instant Access to over 9,200 Gigabytes of Adult Movies for every niche!

                Get Access now for ONLY $29.95 a Month !!

                Keep sending in your pics & movies! Thanks so much for your support.
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              Author: Buckmeister Futt 

                  Title: Slut Wife's First Gang Bang

                  These events occurred six years ago, back when I was still married. We had just delivered a new video web site to a local pro-am porn actress and her producer/director husband. To celebrate the opening of their new site, the couple threw a big party and invited my wife, myself and our housemate to the celebration. 



Although we had enjoyed threesomes before and had swapped partners with other couples, this adult party would be an opportunity for my wife's favorite fantasy, where a group of well hung, dominate men who use her as their very submissive fuck toy all nite long to become a reality!


  It was time to leave for the party and naturally my wife was trying to decide what she was going to wear - something casual, very sexy and...
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  Sexy Italian bitch Joellina enjoys dogging and voyeurism. "In the summer there is nothing I like more than driving to a secluded spot with my husband and doing very naughty things. We also love to be watched and sometimes visit dogging locations for extra special fun." Kissess Joellina.
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              Alesandra's Toys 

              
                She loves masturbating, especially with long thick things! "I am Alessandra of Londrina, Paraná, Brazil. Send me messages please. Do you like me?" Alessandra xXx
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              Fucked By Kaain 

              
                Amateur babe fucked by rocker Kaain. "These are a few new clips of me with my blonde girlfriend. She loves sex and as you can see we have lots of adult fun together!" Kaain 
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                We hope you enjoy your visit to Readers Wives Online, we are dedicated to providing a quality site for people to share their real amateur exhibitionist pictures, movies and stories for voyeurs who like to see REAL porn! Readers Wives Online receives lots of pictures and movies everyday from real amateurs around the world who like to show off their home made pics and movies, receive comments, votes, and experience the sheer pleasure and turn on from exhibitionism and voyeurism. If you would like to send in your pictures, movies and stories click on the link below. Big thanks to everyone who has contributed to Readers Wives Online in the past, without your kind and generous support our site would not exist.
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